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First-principles calculations within the local spin-density approximation have been used to
investigate the electronic and magnetic properties of carbon chain-doped zigzag born nitride
nanoribbons (ZBNNRs). Our results indicate that doped half-bare ZBNNRs with an
H-passivated B edge and a bare C edge generally have a spin-polarized ground state with the
ferromagnetic spin ordering localized at the C edge, independent of the doping concentration
and the ribbon width. In particular, doped half-bare ZBNNRs for all widths may produce
half-semiconducting - half-metallic - metallic behavior transitions without an external electric
field as the doping proceeds gradually from the N edge to the B edge. The breakage of the
symmetric spin distribution in the bipartite lattice and the coexistence of the edge state and the
border state arising from charge transfer in these doped ZBNNRs are responsible for their
tunable electronic and magnetic properties.
1. Introduction
Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in
hexagonal structure, has attracted considerable attention,
both experimentally and theoretically, due to its unique
structural and electronic properties and promising applications
in nanoscale electronics.1–18 Based on the different geometrical
terminations of graphene, graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) are
generally of two main varieties, zigzag and armchair structures.
The different edge terminations of GNRs result in different
physical and chemical properties.9–13,15 In the absence of
electric fields, the chemically modified and doped methods
may change the ground-state electronic properties of
ZGNRs.2
Generally, electric fields have an important effect on the
molecular electronics of the nanoscale regime.19 In particular,
zigzag-edge GNRs (ZGNRs) exhibit half-metallicity if
subjected to electric fields.12 Recent calculations showed that
the edge-modified ZGNRs with CH3 groups at one edge and
NO2 groups at other edge
13 as well as ZGNRs at the boron
edges20 are half-metal. Furthermore, the substitution of zigzag
boron–nitrogen chains for the zigzag carbon chains in the
middle of graphene nanoribbons also leads the modified
ZGNRs to behave as half-metals.21 Such half-metallicity
was also found in borazine-based systems such as infinitely
periodic organometallic vanadium–borazine22 and metal–DNA
complexes,23 theoretically.
Unlike graphene, a hexagonal BN sheet is a wide-gap
insulator, while the electronic properties of armchair and
zigzag BN nanoribbons (ZBNNRs) with hydrogen saturation
are tunable by an external transverse electric field,24 and they
are potential materials in electronics and optics.25,26 First-
principles calculations indicate that hydrogen-terminated
armchair and zigzag BN nanoribbons have different size
dependencies on their energy bandgap.27,28 For zigzag
BNNRs, the energy bandgap decreases monotonically with
the increase of ribbon width, while gap oscillation was found
for armchair BNNRs. BNNRs with both bare zigzag
edges were suggested to have tunable electronic properties of
metallic 2 semiconducting 2 half-metallic transitions under
an external electric field.29 In the absence of an electric field,
the BNNRs with one bare N edge and one H-terminated
B edge are predicted to be half-metals theoretically.30,31 In
contrast to BNNRs with hydrogenated edges, the edge-oxidized
zigzag graphene nanoribbons have a spin-polarized ground
state with antiferromagnetic spin alignment at the ribbon
edges, and the edge oxidation was found to enhance the
half-metallicity of the oxidized ribbons.32
In the present work, we report first-principles calculations
on the electronic properties of zigzag carbon chain-doped
zigzag BNNRs of various widths. Our results show that in
the absence of an external electric field the doped zigzag
BNNRs with one H-saturated boron edge and one bare
carbon edge exhibit half-semiconducting - half-metallic -
metallic electronic behavior transitions as the number of
zigzag carbon chains replacing the zigzag boron–nitrogen
chains gradually increase.
2. Models and methods
Present calculations were performed by using the Vienna
ab initio simulation package33 based on the spin local density
approximation (LSDA).34 The projector augmented wave
method (PAW) 35 was used to describe the electron–ion
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interaction. A plane wave basis set with a cutoff energy of
400 eV is used for the electron wave function. Monkhost
pack mesh of k-points (1  1  13) was used for sampling
the one-dimensional Brillouin zone during geometry optimization.
All atomic positions were optimized by the conjugate gradient
method with 0.02 eV Å1 converge tolerance for the forces on
all atoms. Vacuum spacings of 10 Å for layers and 14 Å
for edges between periodic cells were considered in the
calculations, keeping the interaction between ribbons in
adjacent cells negligible. The electronic structure calculations
were preformed by using 32 k-points along the periodic
orientation.
In the considered models in Fig. 1 and 2 for ZBNNRs with
one bare N edge and one H-terminated B edge, we gradually
replace the zigzag boron–nitrogen chains with the zigzag
carbon chains along the ribbon wide orientation from N edge
to B edge. But only one zigzag boron–nitrogen chain at the
N edge was replaced by one zigzag carbon chain for the fully
bare ZBNNRs and the ZBNNRs with one bare B edge and
one H-terminated N edge. All the carbon-doped systems
are isoelectronic with the undoped ZBNNRs. Following the
previous convention,36 the ZBNNRs are labeled by the
number of parallel zigzag chains. The fully bare ZBNNR with
n zigzag B–N chains is thus named as nZBNNR (see Fig. 1).
Similarly, the chemically doped ribbon with the H-terminated
C (B) edge and the bare B (C) edge, in which m zigzag
boron–nitrogen chains are replaced bym zigzag carbon chains,
is denoted as Cm-nZBNNR-HC (B), such as C1-8ZBNNR-HB
in Fig. 2(a), C1-8ZBNNR in Fig. 2(c), and C5-8ZBNNR-HB
in Fig. 2(e).
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Relative stability of magnetic and nonmagnetic states
Generally, the electronic and magnetic properties of the
Cm-nZBNNRs strongly depend on the number of substituted
zigzag boron–nitrogen chains and the termination pattern of
the edges. We first considered the modified 8ZBNNR with one
zigzag carbon chain, C1-8ZBNNR [Fig. 2(c)]. Previous
studies29,31 on BN nanoribbons have showed that the nano-
ribbons with fully bare edges and half-bare edges have different
magnetic and electronic properties of the ground state.
In order to determine the spin-polarized ground state of
C1-8ZBNNR, we consider a double periodicity unit cell with
two atoms in the same edge as shown in Fig. 2. Accordingly,
five different spin configurations may exist in C1-8ZBNNR
(see Fig. 3). The spin-polarized calculations show that the
ground state of C1-8ZBNNR corresponds to an antiferromagetic
spin arrangement at the B edge and a ferromagnetic arrangement
at the C edge, denoted as the C(+ +)/B(+ ) state, which is
comparable to the case of fully bare ZBNNR.29–31 As shown
in Fig. 3, the ground state is about 11.3 meV per edge atom in
energy lower than the C( )/B(+ +) and C(+ +)/B(+ +)
states, suggesting that the two spin-polarized states are
thermally accessible at room temperature (26 meV). Note that
the C(+ )/B(+ ) state, the C(+ )/B(+ +) state, and the
spin-unpolarized state obtained by performing the spin-
unpolarized calculation, are less stable by 92.9, 42.5 and
181.2 meV per edge atom with respect to the ground state,
respectively, indicating that these states are unlikely accessible
at room temperature. This distinctly differs from the situation
of full bare ZBNNRs,29,31 in which all spin-polarized states are
thermally accessible except for the spin-unpolarized state.
When the B edge is passivated by hydrogen atoms, the
resulting ribbon, C1-8ZBNNR-HB, has the ferromagnetic
ground state with a magnetic moment of 2.0 mB per unit cell,
corresponding to one ferromagnetic C edge and one non-
magnetic B edge, and this ferromagnetic ground state is more
stable than the antiferromagnetic state by 30.4 meV per
edge atom.
In contrast to C1-8ZBNNR-HB, the C1-8ZBNNR-HC with
the H-terminated C edge has an antiferromagnetic ground
state with the spin-up and spin-down alternation localized at
the neighboring B atoms, while the corresponding ferro-
magnetic and nonmagnetic phases are less stable than the
ground state by 10.6 and 51.1 meV/edge atom, respectively.
Similar relative energies for various magnetic configurations in
half-bare ZBNNRs were also found.30,31 From the above
discussion, we note that the ground state of C1-8ZBNNR
assembles the spin alignment features at the bare edges of
C1-8ZBNNR-HB and C1-8ZBNNR-HC in their ground states.
Table 1 presents relative energies of various magnetic states
of Cm-nZBNNR-HB (n = 8, 9, 10; m = 1, 3, 5, 6) as well as
C1-nZBNNR-HC. As shown in Table I, the C1-nZBNNR-HBs
have a ferromagnetic ground state and the energy differences
between the spin-polarized ground state and its antiferromagnetic
and spin-unpolarized states are independent of the ribbon
Fig. 1 The atomic configurations of the fully bare nZBNNR and C1-nZBNNR. The ribbons are infinitely long along the z-direction. The dashed
rectangles denote the computational unit cell of the studied systems. The N, C and B atoms are denoted by blue, gray and pink balls, respectively.
































































width. Similar size dependence of relative energetics was found
for nZBNNR-HB.30 However, the energy differences among
these magnetic configurations depend on the number of carbon
chains replacing the zigzag BN chain, and the energy splitting
gradually increases with the number of carbon chains except
for C1-nZBNNR-HB. For example, the energy differences
between the antiferromagnetic state and the ground state for
Cm-8ZBNNR-HB (m = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) are 8.7, 18.9, 24.2,
26.3, 27.0, and 27.4 meV/edge atom, respectively. The spin-
unpolarized states have a similar dependence of the relative
stability on the doping concentrations with respect to the ground
state, compared to the antiferromagnetic states.
3.2 Magnetic and electronic properties
Figs. 4–6 display the band structure and the density of states
(DOS) of selected Cm-8ZBNNR-HBs (m=0, 1, 3, 5) as well as
C1-8ZBNNR-HC in their ground states. For 8ZBNNR-HB
[Fig. 4(a)], the spin-down channel is metallic while the spin-up
channel with a bandgap of 4.5 eV is insulating as shown in
previous studies.30,31 As Fig. 4(d) indicates, C1-8ZBNNR-HB
behaves as a half-semiconductor and its two spin semiconducting
channels have different bandgaps, quite different from
8ZBNNR-HB. The majority spin electrons have a direct
bandgap of 1.4 eV, whereas the bandgap for the minority spin
electrons is very small and the upper occupied band almost
close the Fermi level. The corresponding density of states in
Fig. 6(c) also demonstrates that the substitution of one carbon
chain for the zigzag BN chain in C1-8ZBNNR-HB leads to a
spin-polarized half-semiconducting state.
Contrary to C1-8ZBNNR-HB, the band structure of
C1-8ZBNNR-HC is spin degenerated with a bandgap of 1.2 eV
in Figs. 4(b) and 6(a). As Fig. 4(b) shows, the flat band
near the Fermi level, which is responsible for the localized
states in the 8ZBNNR-HN,30,31 does not appear here. Similar
Fig. 2 The atomic configurations of the five different models under consideration: (a) C1-8ZBNNR-HB, (b) C1-8ZBNNR-HC, (c) C1-8ZBNNR,
(d) C3-8ZBNNR-HB, and (e) C5-8ZBNNR-HB. Periodic boundary conditions are assumed in the z-direction. The H, N, C and B atoms are
denoted by white, blue, gray and pink balls, respectively.
Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the five spin configurations and the nomagnetic state and the relative energies per edge atom with respect to
the ground state C(+ +)/B(+ ) of C1-8ZBNNR. The red up and blue down arrows at the edge atoms denote the spin-up and spin-down
directions, respectively. The H, N, C and B atoms are denoted by white, blue, gray and pink balls, respectively.
































































to C1-8ZBNNR-HB, the ground state of C1-8ZBNNR has two
spin semiconducting channels with distinct bandgaps as shown
in Figs. 4(c) and 6(b), compared to the half-metallicity of the
full bare ZBNNR.31
Interestingly, as the consecutive substitutions from the
N edge to the B edge proceed, the half-metallic - metallic
behavior transition was observed in the carbon chain-doped
ZBNNRs. As Fig. 5(a) shows, the spin-up and spin-down
electronic structures of C3-8ZBNNR-HB show marked
differences, and the majority spin channel [the left panel in
Fig. 5(a)] is semiconducting with a direct bandgap of 0.6 eV,
defined as the difference between the lowest unoccupied state
and the valence band top state which do not appear at the
G point, but at about k = 0.32p/c point, compared to the
Table 1 Relative energies (meV/edge atom) of antiferromagnetic, ferromagnetic and spin-unpolarized states of C1-8ZBNNR-HC, C1-10ZBNNR-
HB, Cn-8ZBNNR-HB and Cn-9ZBNNR-HB (n = 1–7)
Structures Antiferromagnetic Ferromagnetic Spin-unpolarized
C1-8ZBNNR-HC 0 10.6 51.1
C1-8ZBNNR-HB 30.4 0 131.1
C1-9ZBNNR-HB 30.3 0 131.4
C1-10ZBNNR-HB 30.5 0 131.4
C2-8ZBNNR-HB 8.7 0 103.2
C3-8ZBNNR-HB 18.9 0 101.4
C4-8ZBNNR-HB 24.2 0 103.9
C5-8ZBNNR-HB 26.3 0 106.5
C6-8ZBNNR-HB 27.0 0 108.4
C7-8ZBNNR-HB 27.4 0 109.6
C3-9ZBNNR-HB 19.4 0 98.5
C5-9ZBNNR-HB 29.3 0 103.7
C6-9ZBNNR-HB 33.8 0 108.8
Fig. 4 The band structures of different ribbons in their ground states: (a) 8ZBNNR-HB, (b) C1-8ZBNNR-HC, (c) C1-8ZBNNR and (d) C1-
8ZBNNR-HB. The right panels in (c) and (d) correspond to the spin-down band in red (middle) of C1-8ZBNNR and C1-8ZBNNR-HB in the range
0.1p r kc r 0.5p and 0p r kc r 0.4p, respectively. The Fermi energy is set to zero. In all panels, the up and down signs denote the majority and
minority spins, respectively.
































































C1-8ZBNNR-HB [Fig. 4(d)]. The minority spin electrons show
metallic behavior with one b-band crossing the Fermi level
[the right panel in Fig. 5(a)]. The 0.6 eV bandgap suggests the
possibility of the experimental manipulation of half-metallicity
Fig. 5 The band structures of (a) C3-8ZBNNR-HB, (b) C5-8ZBNNR-HB, (c) C3-9ZBNNR-HB, (d) C5-9ZBNNR-HB, (e) C3-11ZBNNR-HB and
(f) C5-11ZBNNR-HB in the ground state. The insets (in red) in (a)–(f) right panels and in (b), (d) and (f) left panels are the band structures (in red)
with 0pr kcr 0.14p, 0pr kcr 0.3p, 0pr kcr 0.3p, 0pr kcr 0.3p, 0pr kcr 0.3p, 0pr kcr 0.4p, 0.3pr kcr 0.7p, 0.3pr kcr 0.7p
and 0.2p r kc r 0.7p, respectively. The Fermi level is shifted to zero.
Fig. 6 The spin density of states of (a) C1-8ZBNNR-HC, (b) C1-8ZBNNR, (c) C1-8ZBNNR-HB, (d) C3-8ZBNNR-HB and (e) C5-8ZBNNR-HB,
and the partial density of state of the edge C atoms and the adjacent C and N atoms of the C3-8ZBNNR-HB (g) in the ground state. The Fermi
energy is set to zero.
































































at room temperature (26 meV).21 The density of states in
Fig. 6(d) also illuminates the half-metallic behavior of
C3-8ZBNNR-HB, in which the majority spin channel is
semiconducting, while the minority spin one has nonzero
density of states at the Fermi level. This behavior is indepen-
dent of the ribbon width [see Fig. 5(c) and (e)]. We note that
the ground-state electronic properties of these ribbons exhibit
metallic behavior as the number of the carbon chains increases
gradually. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the carbon chain-doped
C5-8ZBNNR-HB behaves as a metal, in which both spin
channels are metallic with a large density of states at the
Fermi level. Our calculations indicate that the effect of
ribbon width on such metallic behavior is not remarkable
for Cm-nZBNNR-HB (m = 5, 6) [see Figs. 5(d) and (f)].
As discussed above, the present LSDA calculations reveal
that the doped half-bare ZBNNRs with various widths may
produce half-semiconducting - half-metallic - metallic
behavior transitions as the doping proceeds gradually from
the N edge to the B edge. For comparison, the LSDA + U
functional,37 where the effective Hubbard U characterize
on-site Coulomb repulsion between 2p electrons (U = 0.5, 1.0,
1.5 and 2.5 eV38), has been considered in calculation.
Our results show that these electronic properties of half-
semiconducting - half-metallic - metallic behavior
transitions are unaffected for all U values considered
here. Fig. 7 shows the ground-state band structures of
Cm-9ZBNNR-HB (m = 1, 3 and 6) by LSDA + U with
U = 2.5 eV. Comparing Figs. 5(c) and 7(b), we note that the
bandgap for the majority spin slightly increases from 0.65 to
0.73 eV with the use of LSDA + U, and the metallic behavior
is still kept in the minority spin. For m = 6, the bands across
the Fermi level are also unchanged in both spin channels,
compared to LSDA. We also performed calculations on
C5-nZBNNR-HB (n = 8 and 9) with the Perdew–Wang
functional39 of generalized gradient approximation (GGA),
and the C5-nZBNNR-HB (n = 8 and 9) ribbons were
predicted to be metallic as shown by LSDA.
Previous calculations on the zigzag BN tubes showed that
the spin polarization of injected carriers can be realized
only for tubes with enough large diameters.40 This is consistent
with our present results, and the walls of large-radius tubes
have similar extended p-bonding properties to the planar
ribbons.
3.3 Dependence of thermodynamic stability on substitution
As discussed above, the magnetic and electronic properties of
carbon chain-doped ZBNNRs with the H-passivated B edge
and the bare C edge depend on the doping concentration.
Presumably, the thermodynamic stability of these modified
ZBNNRs should be related to the doping concentration.
Accordingly, we adopt the approach customary used in binary
phase thermodynamics to study the relative stability of the
doped ZBNNRs,13,15 and a molar formation energy DEf for




wimi ði ¼ H;C;B;NÞ ð1Þ
where E(Cm) is the cohesive energy per atom for the ground
state of Cm-8ZBNNR-HB, wi is the molar fraction of atom
i (i = H, B, N, C), satisfying the equation
P
i
wi ¼ 1, and mi is
the chemical potential of the constituent i. The binding
energies per atom of H2, N2, and O2 molecules are chosen as
mH, mN and mO. mC is the cohesive energy per atom of a single
graphene sheet, and mB is the binding energy per atom of
a-rhombohedral B.41 In eqn (1), the negative DEf(Cm)
indicates that the doped ZBNNR has higher stability than
its constituents. As shown in Fig. 8, the relative stability of the
doped ZBNNRs in their ground states is reduced with the
consecutive substitutions from the N edge to the B edge.
However, all the systems Cm-8ZBNNR-HB (m = 0, 1,. . .,6)
Fig. 7 Band structures of Cn-9ZBNNR-HB using LSDA + U (U = 2.5 eV), (a) n = 1; (b) n = 3; and (c) n = 6. The right panel in (a) is
spin-down band structure of C1-9ZBNNR-HB (shown red) with corresponding k-points. The Fermi level is set to zero.
Fig. 8 The ground-state relative stability of the modified ZBNNRs
with different doping concentrations. The negative molar formation
energy DEf indicates that doped ZBNNR is more stable with respect to
the constituents.
































































are predicted to be more stable than their corresponding
constituents.
3.4 Properties of the localized states
The novel spin-polarized magnetic and electronic features
of zigzag GNRs and BNNRs are generally dominated
by the localized electronic states at the edge.12,16,24,42 To gain
insight into the properties of the localized states in
Cm-nZBNNR-HBs, the partial charge densities within the
energy range |E  Ef| r 30 meV and the spin densities are
depicted in Figs. 9 and 10. The ground state of C1-8ZBNNR-HB
shows a parallel spin alignment localized at the C edge
[Fig. 9(a)], leading to the magnetic moment of 2.0 mB per unit
cell. Although C3-8ZBNNR-HB and C5-8ZBNNR-HB have
similar spin configurations at the edge carbon atoms, their
border carbon and nitrogen atoms have relatively lower
opposite spin populations with respect to the edge carbon
atom [Fig. 9(b) and (c)]. Remarkably, these border atoms
have parallel spin alignment, differing from the spin-up and
spin-down alternating distribution found in ZGNRs.12,16 Such
spin polarization gives rise to the magnetic moments of
2.02 and 2.25 mB per unit cell in C3-8ZBNNR-HB and
C5-8ZBNNR-HB, respectively.
As Fig. 10(a) shows, partial charge densities within energy
range |E  Ef| r 30 meV are predominantly located at the
C edge of C1-8ZBNNR-HB, which consists of the dangling-
bond px atomic orbitals. These features of the edge states
were found in ZGNRs10–12,16 and fully bare ZBNNRs.30 In
C3-8ZBNNR-HB, the charge densities are not only located at
the C edge, but also at the border region composed of the
adjacent C and N atoms, compared to the BCN ribbons.28
We note that the border states originate from the carbon
and nitrogen py atomic orbitals [Fig. 10(b)]. To confirm
the coexistence of the edge state and the border state, we
calculated the projected density of states (PDOS) [see
Fig. 6(f)], and it suggests that the DOS near the Fermi level
not only comes from the edge carbon atoms, but also from the
adjacent C and N atoms. The partial charge densities of the
carbon chain-doped ZBNNRs with different ribbon widths
were also investigated, suggesting the coexistence of the edge
state and the border state [see Fig. 10(c)].
The coexistence of the edge state and the border state
can be ascribed to charge transfers between the border
C and N atoms and their nearest neighbors. Bader’s charge
population43 analysis for Cm-nZBNNR-HB (m = 3 and 5)
shows a significant amount of electron transfer (0.17 e)
Fig. 9 The ground-state spin densities of (a) C1-8ZBNNR-HB, (b)
C3-8ZBNNR-HB, and (c) C5-8ZBNNR-HB: blue for spin-up and
yellow for spin-down. The isosurface is 0.02 e Å3.
Fig. 10 The partial charge densities of (a) C1-8ZBNNR-HB, (b) C3-8ZBNNR-HB and (c) C3-11ZBNNR-HB in the ground state within energy
range |E  Ef| r 30 meV. The isosurface is 0.002 e Å3. The H, N, C and B atoms are denoted by blue, red, purple and green balls, respectively.
































































from the border N atoms to their nearest B atoms facing
N atoms due to reduced on site Coulombic repulsion on
the B sites.21 Similarly, the border C atoms transfer partial
electrons to their adjacent C atoms. Owing to the large
Coulombic repulsion on N sites,21 charge transfer from
the border C atom to the border N atom cannot occur.
Such charge transfers result in partial unpaired electrons
localized at the border C and N atoms and they are responsible
for the spin density and charge density near the Fermi
level (Figs. 9 and 10). In contrast, the electrons accepted by
C and B atoms adjoining to the border atoms occupy
the delocalized orbitals, and their electronic states are far from
the Fermi level and have no contribution to the border
localized state.
4. Conclusions
In summary, we have studied carbon chain-doped ZBNNRs
by first-principles calculations. Our study suggests that zigzag
BN nanoribbons with the H-saturated B edge and the bare
C edge maintain a spin-polarized ground state with ferro-
magnetic ordering localized at the C edge, regardless of the
doping concentrations and the ribbon widths. In the absence
of an electric field, these chemically doped ZBNNRs exhibit
half-semiconducting - half-metallic - metallic behavior
transitions as the number of the zigzag carbon chains
replacing the zigzag BN chains gradually increases. The
relative energies among different magnetic configurations in
doped C1-nZBNNR-HB are predicted to be independent of
the ribbon width. The half-metal gap is about 0.6 eV for
the doped ZBNNRs, and it is enough for the experimental
manipulation of half-metallicity even at room temperature,
although the bandgap slightly depends on the ribbons width.
The destruction of the symmetric spin distribution in the
bipartite lattice and the coexistence of the edge state and
the border state are responsible for the electronic behavior
transitions in these ZBNNRs doped by zigzag carbon chains.
These tunable magnetic and electronic properties arising from
the substitution of carbon chains for the zigzag B–N chains
are promising for the realization of the hybrid BCN materials-
based spintronic devices.
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